Who is rangin' hound in this picture? Start at the number one and connect the dots to find out.
Word Finder
How many new words can you make out of the name SHEL SILVERSTEIN?
Here are a few examples to get you started: her, hill, see, sit, rest, live . . .
Word Play
For an even greater challenge, try to create a complete sentence using as many of the words you found above in the Word Finder activity. For example, "I sit in the river": all these words can be found by combining some of the letters in Shel Silverstein's name.
Runny Babbit Talk
Runny Babbit is filled with the magical language of spoonerisms, words or phrases with letters or syllables swapped. Can you change the everyday words listed below into "Runny Babbit" talk? Here's an example to get you started: "silly hat" in everyday speech would translate into "hilly sat" in Runny Babbit talk. 
